Beyond Uncle Sam
ANALYZING THE SECURITY POSTURE OF U.S. GOVERNMENT CONTRACTORS AND SUBCONTRACTORS
INTRODUCTION

Understanding and managing cyber risk to the U.S. federal government contractor base has never been more critical. The federal government relies on tens of thousands of contractors and subcontractors -- sometimes referred to as the federal “supply chain” -- to provide critical services, hold or maintain sensitive data, deliver technology, and perform key functions.¹ These organizations are increasingly under cyber attack.

A growing list of contractors and subcontractors have disclosed that they have been victims of data breaches resulting in the compromise of sensitive government information. In response, U.S. federal agencies have or are considering expanding cybersecurity requirements for their contractor base and adopting best practices for evaluating and monitoring those entities.²

In a recent study, BitSight found a large gap in the security posture between financial organizations and their third parties.³ This BitSight Insights report explores a similar question: what is the cybersecurity performance of U.S. federal contractors, and how does that compare to the performance of U.S. federal agencies?

To perform this assessment, BitSight researchers took a random sample of over 1,200 U.S. federal government contractors across the following industries: Aerospace/Defense, Business Services, Healthcare/Wellness, Engineering, Technology, and Manufacturing. The cybersecurity performance of these contractors was compared with the performance of over 120 U.S. federal agencies.

KEY FINDINGS

1. A security performance gap exists between U.S. federal government and its contractor base: the mean BitSight Security Rating for federal agencies was at least 15 or more points higher than the mean of any contractor sector.

2. Over 8% of Healthcare/Wellness contractors have disclosed a data breach since January 2016; Aerospace/Defense firms had the next highest breach disclosure rate at 5.6%.

3. While the U.S. federal government has made a concerted effort to fight botnets in recent months, botnet infections are prevalent amongst the government contractor base, particularly for Healthcare/Wellness and Manufacturing contractors.

4. Many contractors are not following best practices for network encryption and email security: nearly 50% of contractors have a BitSight grade below C for the Protective Technology subcategory of the NIST Cybersecurity Framework.

5. Nearly one in five users at Technology and Aerospace/Defense contractors have an outdated internet browser, making these employees and their organizations highly susceptible to new variants of malware.
COMPARISON OF SECURITY POSTURE

There is a significant gap between the security performance of U.S. federal agencies and their contractors. To some this may be surprising; some agencies have made public their large data breaches in recent years. However, many agencies maintain a strong security posture overall and the aggregate performance of agencies has increased steadily. The mean rating for agencies as of January 2018 was 725. This is markedly higher than any of the other sector of contractors for the U.S. federal government observed in this study.

Within the federal contractor base, Healthcare/Wellness, Business Services, and Aerospace/Defense were the strongest security performers last year relative to other industries, performing between a 700–710 throughout the year, while Engineering, Technology, and Manufacturing were the weakest performers.

BREACH DISCLOSURE RATE

How many U.S. government contractors have experienced a publicly disclosable data breach? Based on the BitSight sample, over 8% of Healthcare and Wellness contractors had disclosed a breach since 2016. Nearly 6% of Aerospace/Defense contractors studied had disclosed a breach in the same timeframe. Not only can these breaches often affect government and private sector employees, they may expose data that is fundamental to national security.
The percentage of organizations who have disclosed one or more data breaches from January 1, 2016 to February 1, 2018.

Government agencies continue to press their contractors for timely breach disclosure. For example, the Department of Defense recently passed a rule that requires certain defense contractors to identify and report a suspected or actual cyber incident within 72 hours.  

**BOTNET INFECTIONS**

The President’s May 2017 Executive Order on Cybersecurity recognized the critical threat that botnet infections pose to organizations. Botnets can deliver high-volume network attacks and/or distribute spam and malware to organizations, causing operational disruption or the loss of sensitive data. The Executive Order called upon the Secretaries of Commerce and Homeland Security to dramatically reduce botnets across the internet.

BitSight welcomes the U.S. government’s focus on this important issue. Through a proprietary sinkhole infrastructure, BitSight is able to observe roughly 80 billion security events per day, many of which are botnet infections. BitSight attributes these infections to organizations and provides a letter grade (A–F) based on the severity and duration of the infections. How an organization prevents or responds to botnet infections is an important indicator of its overall security posture: in previously published Insights reports, BitSight has revealed that an organization receiving a B or lower in this category is more than twice as likely to experience a data breach.
BitSight botnet grades (on a scale of A–F) are calculated based on the frequency and severity of botnet infections present on an organization’s network. These grades were averaged from January 2017 to January 2018.

FIGURE 3

BitSight data reveals that the U.S. federal government and its contractor base have pervasive botnet infections on their networks. In fact, a number of contracting sectors -- including Healthcare, Manufacturing, and Engineering—performed at a significantly worse rate than government agencies: 24% of Healthcare/Wellness and Manufacturing contractors have a BitSight botnet grade below B, while 15% of U.S. government agencies perform below a B. This data suggests that these organizations have ineffective security programs in place and may be experiencing ongoing data breaches.

ADHERENCE TO NIST CYBERSECURITY FRAMEWORK

Leveraging data collected externally, BitSight can observe whether organizations are meeting certain best practices established by the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology’s Cybersecurity Framework (NIST CSF). BitSight examined contractor performance under the “Protective Technology” subcategory of the NIST CSF, particularly “PR. PT-4,” which requires that communications and control networks are protected. To determine the effectiveness of an organization’s efforts in this subcategory, BitSight considers an organization’s open ports exposed to the internet, the strength and use of SSL/TLS encryption across networks, and email security protocols used to prevent phishing attacks, such as SPF and DKIM.
BitSight researchers found that nearly half of the contractors studied fell below a BitSight grade of C, with the Engineering and Manufacturing sectors exhibiting the lowest performance among the sectors. This data suggests that many contractors are not implementing best practices for network security, encryption, and email security. For example, last year’s WannaCry ransomware attacks leveraged open services such as Server Message Block (SMB) and Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP). Organizations who had not closed these services properly behind a firewall were left vulnerable.

OUTDATED BROWSERS

According to BitSight’s analysis, nearly one in five users for Technology and Aerospace/Defense contractors use an outdated internet browser in the workplace, increasing the contractor company’s exposure to compromise. Employees and their organizations are more susceptible to malware if they use outdated or unsupported internet browsers because they do not have the latest security patches in place. High-profile vulnerabilities like Spectre can exploit outdated browsers as an attack to intercept or compromise data. Updating to the latest browser, operating system, or software package is critical to mitigating risks. A previous BitSight Insights report found that organizations running outdated systems were more likely to experience machine compromises.
The percentage of users in federal agencies and contractor industries with outdated web browsers as of February 1, 2018.

CONTRACTOR DEPENDENCY ON SERVICE PROVIDERS

Hosting
GoDaddy 40%
Amazon 40%
Rackspace 32%

Email
Microsoft Azure DNS 69%
Microsoft Exchange Online 63%
Office 365 Mail 59%

DNS
Network Solutions DNS 48%
GoDaddy DNS 44%
Amazon Route 53 22%

BitSight also finds that U.S. federal agencies have room for improvement in this area as well: nearly 15% of federal agency users rely on outdated internet browsers.

COMMON SERVICE PROVIDERS

The compromise or outage of a technology service provider can have an operational impact on its customers. A recent report by Lloyd’s of London and catastrophe modeling firm AIR Worldwide found that the disruption of a major U.S. cloud provider would cause over $19 billion in business losses. How would such an event impact the U.S. government and its contractor base? How does the U.S. government prepare for this risk?

BitSight is able to identify a common set of fourth party relationships and service providers used amongst a given set of companies. Across the sample of contractors studied, BitSight researchers were able to identify nearly 2,000 common service providers, with a significant concentration among a handful of key providers.

Given the high dependency rates on certain service providers, an outage of top hosting, email, and DNS providers would likely impact many, if not all federal agencies in some manner. Understanding these dependencies and potential consequences is crucial not only for contractors themselves, but for federal agencies who may also be affected.
RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Make third party cyber risk management a key management priority for federal agency leaders.

U.S. government contractors, subcontractors, and other third parties can be the cause of significant losses of government data. Agency leadership must ensure that these organizations are protecting the sensitive government data with which they have been entrusted. Political, technology, and civil service leaders within an agency all must be involved in addressing this risk.

2. Adopt robust commercial practices for third party risk management, including cyber diligence and continuous monitoring.

In improving their risk management initiatives, agencies should consider methods that have gained widespread adoption in the commercial sector, including performing cybersecurity diligence on contractors and subcontractors prior to entering into a business relationship and continuously monitoring the security posture of these organizations during the lifetime of the relationship. These methods should include collecting quantitative, objective performance measurements rather than relying exclusively on check-the-box compliance questionnaires. Adopting these methods will enable the U.S. government to close the cybersecurity performance gap with its contractors and reduce the likelihood and severity of data breaches, outages, or other cyber events involving third party actors.

3. Require prime contractors to continuously monitor their subcontractors.

In recent years, certain agencies within the U.S. federal government have ordered prime contractors to bear the responsibility for subcontractor cybersecurity by requiring the primes to place legal requirements on their subcontractors with respect to cybersecurity and breach disclosure. These are known as “flow down” provisions. While these provisions create legal requirements for subcontractors to meet certain cybersecurity standards, they do not require the prime contractors to continuously monitor their supply chain. As a result, federal requirements fall far short of commercial best practices. Federal agencies should address this gap and require continuous monitoring.

4. Don’t neglect the risk posed by technology service and cloud providers.

A severe disruption affecting technology service providers could have a widespread impact on U.S. government contractors and subcontractors, potentially imperiling the missions that they are performing on behalf of their federal agency customers. In addition to achieving greater oversight of the cyber risk posed by contractors, it will be critical for the U.S. government to also understand how risk may also trickle down from common vendors, platforms, and technologies used by contractors themselves.
METHODOLOGY

BitSight analyzed 1,212 contractors and 122 federal agencies in this study. Contractors studied were randomly selected from usaspending.gov, with a minimum of $10,000 obligated from the U.S. government. The average contract size of this sample was $1.5 million. Headline Security Rating data spanned from May 1, 2017 to February 1, 2018. Breach Incidence by Contractor Industry data spanned from January 1, 2016 to February 1, 2018. BitSight records publicly disclosed data breaches from verifiable news sources and government portals, and by filing Freedom of Information Act requests. Note that various jurisdictions have differing breach reporting requirements. Data on BitSight botnet grades, NIST Protective Technology grades, out of date browser versions, and common service providers were processed on February 1, 2018. Out-of-date browsers are defined as installations that are not on the latest available version at the time of observation.
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